This essay explores how gender studies in academe, including in religious studies, might remain relevant to ongoing feminist political engagement. I explore some specific dynamics of this challenge, using as my test case the issue of abortion in the US. After discussing how three formative feminist principles (women's experience as feminism's starting point, the personal is political, and identity politics) have shaped approaches to the abortion issue for feminist scholars in religion, I argue that ongoing critique, new theoretical perspectives, and attentiveness to subaltern voices are necessary for these foundational feminist principles to keep pace with fast-changing and complex societal dynamics relevant to women's struggles for reproductive health and justice. The essay concludes by proposing natality as a helpful concept for future feminist theological and ethical thinking on the subject.
Introduction
As a scholar in religious studies I have followed closely colleagues' efforts to map paradigm shifts in the field of religious studies, which finds itself having to adjust to waves of feminism, post-feminism, and transdisciplinary gender-inflected analytical approaches.
1 A question that arises for me as a feminist scholar is: how might gender studies in academe, including in religious studies, remain relevant to ongoing feminist political engagement? I explore some specific dynamics of this challenge, using as my test case the issue of abortion in the United States.
The pivotal political event in abortion politics in the US was the 1973 Supreme Court decision Roe v. Wade that legalized abortion. Since that time, there have been a myriad of new legal, societal, medical, and public policy developments related to abortion: legislation at the state level requiring waiting periods and parental consent; pro-life claims that medication abortion drugs such as RU-486 are unsafe and even that the Pill is an abortifacient; violence targeting abortion providers; grass-roots movements such as post-abortion repentance and recovery groups, to name just a few. Religious pro-life proponents are playing a role in all of these developments. Moreover, religion figures prominently in the demographics of abortion. Studies from the Guttmacher Institute reveal that in the year 2000, the majority of women having abortions in America self-identified as Christian -27 per cent Catholic and 43 per cent Protestant.
2 Given the centrality of religion for abortion in America, this issue is ideal as a case study for reflecting on the interrelationship between feminist scholarship in religion and feminist activism. This essay approaches this issue by exploring three questions. What are the distinctive formative principles and methods that mark feminist academic research as feminist? How have these principles and methods shaped approaches to the abortion issue for feminist scholars in religion? What critiques are important to bring to bear upon these principles and methods so that feminist research can continue to produce insightful and relevant reflection on women's reproductive realities?
Feminist Formative Principles and Methods
Feminist research in academe originally emerged as an engaged form of scholarship. We can see this in religious studies where even the entry of women into PhD programmes in religion in the 1960s and 1970s was an exercise in challenging patriarchy and the so-called old boy's network. 3 The names in this cadre are well known and include Mary Daly (deceased in 2010), Rita Gross, Beverly Harrison, Virginia Mollencott, Judith Plaskow, Rosemary Ruether, Phyllis Trible, and Delores Williams, to name just a few. The writings from scholars such as these from the late 1960s through the 1980s laid the groundwork for applying formative feminist principles from the women's liberation movement to the critical study of religion. Three of these well-known principles are: women's experience is feminism's point of departure, the personal is political, and identity politics. While subject to critique and debate in recent decades, these principles continue to resonate with many scholars -whether they self-identify (as I do) as white feminist, 4 mujerista, queer, womanist, and so on. The notion that women's experience is feminism's point of departure was pivotal for feminist scholars' efforts to challenge masculinist research that made male experience representative of human experience, relegating women's thought and cultural practices to the margins of scholarly attention. 5 The focus on women's experience formed the basis for a wide range of feminist approaches in academe, from Nancy Hartsock's materialist feminist standpoint theory to Patricia Hill Collins's concept of how black women construct a standpoint as 'situated knowers.' 6 'The Personal is Political' is the title of a groundbreaking essay first published by Carol Hanisch in 1970. This essay articulates how the outgrowth of women's talk therapy groups in the late 1960s was a realization that women's individual and private struggles are, in fact, society-wide women's struggles that need a systemic analysis and response: 'One of the first things we discovered in these groups is that personal problems are political problems. There are no personal solutions at this time. There is only collective action for a collective solution.' 7 When the collective of black feminist activists known as the Combahee River Collective published their manifesto in 1977, they articulated a notion that was operative in many sectors of women's and other political activist groups of the time: ' [T]he most profound and potentially most radical politics come directly out of our own identity.' 8 Even as feminist scholars today bring critiques to bear on these formative principles and turn their attention toward ever more complex globalized systems of gender and other dominations, they continue to reference these three principles and find insights and inspiration for how research and activism might relate and mutually enrich each other. Not all that is wise is the newly minted. While some feminist writing is professedly anti-methodological, 10 many feminist scholars find that clarifying methodological issues is pivotal for maintaining the critical edge of feminist thought. Methodology is always specific to the particular discipline in question but, formally, we can define a feminist research project as that which strives to maintain a dialectical approach between referencing a stated set of feminist principles and ongoing critique of these principles. This dialectic has served feminist academic research well, propelling it from its early predominantly white, Feminist Solidarity Through Anti-Capitalist Struggles' in Signs 28:2 (2002). Among the resources to which she turns to understand 21st-century social justice struggles are the three I have outlined here: the centrality of the experience of women and girls (514-15); the notion that the personal is political (530); and the Combahee River Collective's methodology (510n. 14). 10 Western, universalizing, liberal-oriented defence of women's rights to a more analytically nuanced and, I believe, ethically responsible approach that is widely used today. This approach can be described as intersectional: using multiple theoretical tools -race, queer, postcolonial, environmentalist, and other critical theories -to complicate racial, gendered, ethnic, national, sexual, and other identities.
11 Furthermore, it is attentive to differences in women's experiences and to dynamics of power, and, lastly, concerned with the material conditions under which women live in a globalized world. I will argue that the three principles mentioned above (women's experience as feminism's starting point; the personal is political; identity politics) still pack a heavy punch. However, ongoing critique, new theoretical perspectives, and attentiveness to subaltern voices will be necessary in order for these foundational feminist principles to keep pace with fast-changing and complex societal dynamics relevant to women's struggles for reproductive health and justice.
Women's Experience as Feminism's Starting Point
Many feminist scholars in religion have insisted that theological and ethical reflection on abortion should be rooted in women's experience. I highlight the work of white lesbian feminist theologian and ethicist, Carter Heyward, who sets the appeal to women's reproductive experience within a sacramental theological approach. According to Heyward, women's experience of lack of control over their 'procreative options and choices … is the backdrop from a feminist liberation perspective of developing a moral perspective on abortion.' Writing in 1986, Heyward insisted that the option of choice must be legally safeguarded, or else women will be robbed of the 'capacities to live as moral persons' -which is the mark of humanity par excellence. Moral choices are not just doing what is right; they are reflective processes open to the presence of God at work in human lives. From Heyward's Episcopalian orientation, moral choices are sacramental -with sacrament being defined as 'an outward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual grace.'
12 Heyward combined a feminist methodology of rootedness in women's experience with a sacramental view of human life to conclude that the reflectively made choice for abortion not only can be seen as a sacramental act, it 'should be a sacrament.' 13 The fact that women may experience abortion as a tragic loss or moral ambiguity means that churches must work to safeguard legal abortion, because only therein are the material conditions created for pregnant women to live sacramentally. That is, deciding about an emotionally and morally fraught situation like abortion is a sacrament, if women are spiritually enabled to exercise freely their own moral decisionmaking -thereby instantiating God's grace in their lives.
A different pro-choice approach based on women's experience is found in evangelical white feminist Anne Eggebroten's book Abortion -My Choice, God's Grace (1994), an anthology of anguished, personal accounts of Christian women who struggled mightily with the abortion decision and finally received the inner religious conviction that God was with them in this tragic choice. Some women tell stories of long years of suffering before coming to terms with their abortion. A pastor's wife and mother of a young son remembers that 'the procedure itself was far more traumatic … emotionally than physically' and that 'the lonely secrecy … was one of the most difficult parts,' since she and her husband, a then seminary student, felt they could not talk about this to their Christian friends.
14 Subsequent tragedies in this woman's life, such as her stillborn second son, were experienced as punishments from God. Finally, she was able to reexperience God as forgiveness and love, which motivated her to reach out to other Christian women suffering in silence: 'Often I have noticed that women like me who have come from fundamental, strongly religious backgrounds are more likely to suffer psychological trauma from abortion and to carry the emotional scars longer. Yet God is present to heal those wounds.' 15 This example displays Eggebroten's intention for this anthology. As an evangelical, she does not use the language of sacramentality, but she does affirm that God gives humans free will to make moral decisions within the context of the 'overarching presence of God's grace.' 16 To the extent 13 Ibid., 45. The Christian Right has lashed out at Heyward for this comment. See G. that Christian women testify to being able to come through the trauma of abortion into an experience of God's grace that allows them to be at peace with their decision, Eggebroten makes her case that the exercise of women's reproductive free will is in God's sovereign plan.
Whether in a sacramental mode or an evangelical mode, the appeal to women's experience has grounded feminist theological pro-choice positions. A feminist critical method specifies that, as scholars, we need continually to deepen and broaden our understanding and analysis of women's reproductive health experiences in all their diversity. In this regard, two different sets of discourses related to women's reproductive experiences deserve closer attention by scholars in religion. The first can be labeled women's experiences of pregnancy loss. Linda Layne's Motherhood Lost is a deeply personal self-ethnography of the experience of miscarriage and pregnancy complications. It highlights an experiential phenomenon largely overlooked by feminist efforts to insist that embryos and fetuses are not fully human: the phenomenon of women's grief over miscarriage and infertility. 17 The first analogous account by a feminist scholar in religion is Serene Jones's 2001 essay, 'Hope Deferred: Theological Reflections on Reproductive Loss (Infertility, Miscarriage, Stillbirth).' Jones relays a personal account of a woman suffering through a pregnancy loss. Grieving with her, Jones hears to speech (as Nelle Morton might have said) this woman's 'sense of not being able to contain, of being fragmented and rupturing' and of carrying 'death within.' 18 Jones makes this a feminist opportunity to reflect on the cultural scripts that construct even many diehard feminists as women who want -even need -to bear a child, and therefore experience pregnancy loss as emotionally devastating and socially humiliating.
Jones's essay was quickly flagged by pro-life theologian Stephen Webb, who fired back with apparent I-told-you-so's to pro-choice feminists out there who supposedly want 'women to be able to use their power in abortion decisions in more or less unchecked ways.' I told you so, Webb seems to say, waving Jones's essay in the faces of these feminists: the fetus can't be 'treated as an abstraction' because even feminists who are pregnant feel in their gut that there is life in the womb. makes one understand why many women turn to women's safe spaces to share deeply personal experiences of reproductive trauma. That said, this is a feminist learning moment. If pro-choice advocates find that depictions of women's grief over pregnancy loss sit uneasily with their pro-choice platform, then maybe that platform is, so to speak, too narrow and too high off the ground. If abortion can be a sacramental moment, as Heyward affirms, or if God is with women in their decision to abort, as women in Eggebroten's book testify, then why do women feel so bereft of God and overtaken by death when a wanted fetus miscarries? Webb is right in noting a disconnect. The issue here is a hermeneutical one: how to interpret the data of women's experiences. Should the phenomenon of miscarriage grief be used to bolster the ontological claim that the fetus is a baby? Or should the phenomenon of grief for the loss of a wanted child be understood primarily as the psychic effect of a culturally constructed compulsory-reproductive-heterosexual desire? These are questions that demand further feminist theorizing, which would include questioning the presuppositions of the questions themselves. Hopefully this reflective process can proceed in a way that does not pigeonhole the mourning process, as Webb does, when he simplistically interprets women who 'mourn a fetus' as implicitly acknowledging the existence of a baby. 20 We need a more robust and complex analysis of mourning within the context of what Judith Butler (almost theologically) calls humanity's 'common human vulnerability.' Butler's reflections on mourning were prompted by America's post-9/11 cultural malaise, but one can apply them more widely to other cultural issues, including abortion. According to Butler, 'we' (meaning her fellow Americans) tend to prioritize some people as 'grievable', while others who stand outside our 'normative notion of the human are condemn[ed] and effac [ed] .' 21 Here I would add: others who stand outside our normative notions of motherhood. Women, for many complicated reasons, mourn miscarried and aborted fetuses. Women who unintentionally miscarry a wanted child receive societal support for their grief. Women who abort unwanted fetuses do not receive nonjudgmental support for their grief; instead, their fetuses are mourned as dead babies, implying (and at times explicitly being stated) that these women are baby murderers. This rhetoric can be traced to an unreflective response to the phenomenon of women's grief. Moreover, it sets up a binarism between seeing aborted fetuses as grievable and, on the other side, refusing to accept any vulnerable human connection to women who abort.
A second question that arises under the rubric of attending to women's experience is: whose experience? Jones relays the phenomenon of grief and religious bewilderment over pregnancy loss. Other authors tell different stories that have come to be grouped under a subspecies of the psychiatric condition known as post-traumatic stress syndrome: postabortion stress syndrome. One of the chief defenders of the scientific soundness of this syndrome is David Reardon, evangelical author of numerous popular as well as scholarly essays on the psychological and medical effects of abortion. 22 While there continues to be scholarly debate on the nature and extent of lingering trauma or adverse medical effects related to elective abortion, most scholarly studies note some negative psychological effects but generally no long-term, worsening, or debilitating effects. 23 However, even if Reardon does not seem to win the day in most scholarly psychological or psychiatric circles, his writings have a wide following in conservative Christianity, bolstered in part by their extensive Internet presence.
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Reardon promotes the message that women who have aborted are, whether they suspect it or not, deeply psychologically and spiritually scarred. This message floods the Internet, bookstore shelves, and even YouTube. 25 While some secular feminists might discount post-abortion stress syndrome literature and post-abortion recovery programmes as brainwashing and guilt-tripping, many religious studies scholars would pose critical questions about this reductionist approach to religion that categorizes non-feminist religious beliefs and practices as opiates of the masses, so to speak. Feminists committed both to the principle of women's experiences and to scholarly-analytical approaches to gender and religion cannot selectively pick and choose only the experiences that match their ideological bent. Rather than automatically discounting post-abortion women's trauma, feminist scholars of religion must look more deeply at these discourses and try to analyse what Foucauldians would call the disciplinary power/knowledge in evidence therein. There are many such feminist scholarly studies of ostensibly oppressed religious womenstudies that display a more complicated picture of how insurrectional knowledges and practices can emerge from otherwise disempowered or marginalized women. 26 Feminist ethnographers should not overlook the voices of bloggers on abortion recovery websites or of the attendees of abortion forgiveness retreats, on the presumption that these women are simply lackeys or automatons of the Religious Right.
The Personal is Political
The principle of the personal is political has guided feminist scholars in their endeavors to bring to light and analyse women's public and private (unpublicized) experience, often with widespread socio-political effect in the advancement of women's rights. Feminist scholars in gender and religion likewise follow this principle, with attention given to the ways in which religious and political dimensions are intertwined in many religious adherents' thought and practice. In the years immediately preceding and following Roe v. Wade, there was significant scholarly activity in religious studies, notably in theology and ethics. The theoretical division in these publications that I want to highlight is not between the pro and con camps on abortion but within the pro-choice camp. The (mostly female) feminist scholars employed, overtly or implicitly, a personal-is-political theoretical framework. The (mostly male) non-feminist scholarship does not show any indication of this principle at work; in addition, the pro-choice position of the latter is marked by a paternalism that views women as victims needing 26 to be protected by state-supervised institutional authority. Two representative essays will illustrate this.
Self-described Orthodox Jewish feminist Blu Greenberg wrote a short but powerful essay in 1976 that is both a halakhic defence of the right to abortion as well as an implicit instantiation of the principle that 'the personal is political'. The essay begins with an almost ontological claim that the world is essentially a place of conflictual, overlapping interests with respect to macro-political as well as personal issues. Regarding the latter realm, Greenberg testified to conflictual realities in her own life 'as a mother who is daily nurtured by the sights and sounds of her children' but who also knows 'the overwhelming and exclusive claim that a child makes on a woman's life for many of her strongest years.' Given the public and personal agonistic reality within which all people live, one can expect no unambiguous position to emerge on abortion; nevertheless, not taking a position is not an option. In life, 'one is forced to make choices. Because everything in life is a trade-off and all decisions, halakhic and otherwise, are made with competing claims in mind, I must tenuously come down on the side of legal abortion.'
27 Greenberg disputed grounding a pro-abortion argument on an appeal to women's 'rights to control their own bodies' 28 because, presumably, this approach does not adequately grapple with the fact that we live amid competing claims in all levels of existence. The feminist politics that emerges from a recognition of life's tensions will not be simplistic or ideological; it will focus on making politically possible what the woman deems is personally necessary in her life -even though neither the personal nor the political will be without moral ambiguity.
By contrast, we see a very different defence of legalized abortion in some non-feminist literature, for example, Unitarian minister and social progessive George Huntston Williams's essay proposing a 'politics of abortion'.
29 Athough Williams's essay, written in 1970, was socially progressive in its pre-Roe-v.-Wade call for broadening legalized abortion options, his essay was regressive in that it obscured the feminist principle of the personal-is-political. Instead, he promoted the notion of the victimized pregnant woman, arguing that if a woman is imperiled (dangerous pregnancy) or victimized (rape, incest, immaturity, mental defect), then societal representatives (presumably, mostly male doctors, clergy, lawyers, psychiatrists, and so on) should assume a kind of 'regency' over woman and fetus. The 'doctor-advocate' in particular should intervene with the necessary medical actions so that 'health may be restored which the suffering person could never bring himself [sic] to do.' 30 Missing from Williams's 'politics of abortion' is the personal agency of the woman herself, with only a few exceptions in extremis. 31 Thus, what was presented by Williams as an attempt to broaden legal abortion options for women, turns out to be a proposal that undercuts the feminist notion of the personal-as-political, because it so eclipses the sphere of women's personal agency and political control over her body as to make it almost non-existent.
The personal-is-political principle would have functioned in a critical way vis-à-vis Williams's assumptions in his context, but does it still have validity in today's world? A 2009 survey from the Pew Forum for Religion and Public Life shows that in the US 'the abortion debate has receded in importance, especially among [white] liberals,' while the most conservative -mostly religious -abortion opponents (those insisting on a ban on all abortions) have become more entrenched in their belief in the moral correctness of their pro-life views. 32 How should feminist scholars in religion, who situate themselves on the pro-choice side of the abortion debate, respond to the challenges underlying this cultural shift in terms of the personal is political? Blu Greenberg's personal-is-political approach goes far within her Orthodox Jewish context where halakhic debate had already carved out legal space for termination of a pregnancy, based on when a mother's claims overrule a fetus's. 33 However, the principle of the personal-is-political needs additional theorizing beyond the concept of competing claims. One resource for how one might go about this can be found in the scholarship of feminist ethicists rethinking the relationship between the personal and the political in terms of maternal hospitality. 30 Ibid., 62, 64. 31 For example, he described the extraordinary woman who chooses not to abort even though her life is endangered by the pregnancy: '[I]n this most poignant of moments the mother would be sovereign in her final decision and without peer, for the state may not interfere with the exercise of a religious conviction in conscience' (ibid., 68). In recent years several feminist philosophers have made proposals for how the very personal experience of pregnancy and motherhood can be affirmed as a powerful labour of hospitality, without however overlooking what feminist philosopher Lisa Guenther describes as 'the long history in which women have been coerced, both directly and indirectly, to produce children.' 34 Guenther gives a feminist reworking of Emmanuel Levinas's ethics of the Other, arguing for an ethics and politics of noncoercive maternal hospitality. Levinas describes gestation and birth as a time when 'the Other invites me to "mak[e] a gift of my own skin."' 35 This gifting is ethical not because a putatively autonomous subject makes a moral choice generously to gestate and to birth. Guenther, along with Levinas, challenges the modernist notion of the autonomous 'I' and instead sees maternal hospitality as ethical because one accords to the Other an ethical priority: 'Ethically, the Other is prior to the self.' 36 Guenther objects, however, to Levinas's praise for the suffering maternal 'becoming-for-theOther', which could be seen as echoing 'the patriarchal image of the 'Good Mother [as] a quiet and patient martyr.' 37 She emphasizes the fact that we live in imperfect communities of many Others, and this is where hospitality must be balanced with a 'politics of justice'. Guenther extrapolates from this directly to a politics of reproductive justice for all female Others for whom maternity can become 'slavery…[and] the pure and worst violence.' 38 The gift of the maternal body must, ethically speaking, have as its necessary material precondition a politics of reproductive choice. Guenther's theorizing on hospitality brings the personal-political relationship to bear in a new way on abortion debates. This viewpoint affirms maternal hospitality as an instance of recognition of an Other but also specifies what must be in place politically for this hospitality to be a viable ethical position -namely personal choice. Guenther's philosophical feminism, in this way, echoes Heyward's theological argument for choice being the political grounding for women's free exercise of sacramental moral decision-making. 34 
Identity Politics
The notion that abortion is a 'woman's right' has been the basis for an identity politics of reproductive choice for decades. A classic articulation of this identity politics approach to abortion can be found in a statement of the Chicago Women's Liberation Union (CWLU) from the early 1970s, 'Free Abortion is Every Woman's Right.' It affirms: 'Abortion is every woman's right, may she be rich or poor, married or unmarried; and it is a decision which she alone can make.' While this statement recognizes the difference in access to abortion services for 'middle class' as compared to 'poor and black women,' 39 there is a strong assumption that the right to safe legal abortion services is a common need and that achieving this legal right for one group alone would be a betrayal of 'sisterhood.' The 1969 founding conference of the CWLU issued this women's identity politics affirmation: 'I am all women, I am every woman. Wherever women are suffering, I am there. Wherever women are struggling, I am there.' 40 It is a classic clarion call for women to unite and work powerfully together for the good of all women.
Critiques of a women's identity politics of abortion have materialized in very divergent sectors. On the one hand, activists from groups of women of colour have challenged how the abortion rights movement has reflected the needs and ambitions of predominantly middle-class white women, neglecting the needs and cultural commitments of disadvantaged women of colour. 41 On the other hand, conservative evangelical and Roman Catholic pro-life activists have mounted a highly visible fetal rights campaign, creating in essence a fetal identity politics to challenge a women's identity politics of reproductive choice. Thus, women's identity politics of abortion is under attack from both sides. Will a pro-choice women's identity politics survive -and should it? Let us look at examples of both of these challenges in turn. 39 Andrea Smith, a Native American (Cherokee) activist and religious studies scholar, outlines a continuous pattern of exploitative and dangerous reproductive control policies and practices toward Native women from the era of forced and coerced sterilizations to the marketing of unsafe contraceptives, such as long-acting hormonal drugs like DepoProvera and Norplant. 42 In addition, abortion is legal for Native women but de facto inaccessible for most because the 1976 Hyde Amendment outlawed any federal funding for abortion, except to save the mother's life, and most Native women rely on the federally funded Indian Health Services (IHS). Even then, access is a problem since 'sixty-two percent of the [IHS service] units did not provide abortion services.' Native women need reproductive justice and political advocacy. Nevertheless, Smith argues, the discourses of most pro-choice and pro-life groups do not speak to Native women's reproductive needs within the context of ongoing US neocolonization of Native tribes. The lack of adequate reproductive health services is just one element of Native women's systemic oppression, since most Native women live 'in communities in which unemployment rates can run as high as 80 percent, and where life expectancy can be as low as 47 years.'
43 Native women do not see single-issue abortion rights or pro-life lobbying as reflecting their battle for tribal survival. In one informal ethnographic study, Smith posed this question, 'Would you say you are pro-choice or pro-life?' to which one Native woman responded, 'Well, I would say I am pro-choice, but the most important thing to me is promoting life in Native communities.' 44 Promoting life may mean an antisterilization and anti-abortion stance in one tribal context. In another tribal context, it may mean demanding abortion services and combating the decimation of Native family life, because Native children are subjected to removal into a non-tribal foster care situation at disproportionately high percentages.
45 42 Smith notes that even after forced sterilization was outlawed, medical providers used Depo-Provera for Native women with mental disabilities before it received FDA approval. Depo-Provera and Norplant were vigorously promoted in Native communities and prescribed to Native women for years without written and sometimes even without oral consent obtained and without proper monitoring of side effects. See Furthermore, pro-life and pro-choice advocates have not fully appreciated how reproductive oppression of Native women is a function of larger colonialist realities that are ongoing in the US context, where Native populations must eke out their existence displaced from their original tribal lands, which are also sacred spaces. Smith points to the indigenously run Native American Women's Health Education Resource Center's approach to reproductive justice, which situates women's reproductive issues in the context of Native beliefs.
The core of decision-making for the Indigenous woman is between her and the Great Spirit. Within traditional societies and languages, there is no word that equals abortion. The word itself is very harsh and impersonal. When speaking to traditional Elders knowledgeable about reproductive health matters, repeatedly they would refer to a woman knowing which herbs and methods to use 'to make her period come.' This was seen as a woman taking care of herself and doing what was necessary.
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Native women's anticolonialist struggles should not be seen as an exception to the identity politics of choice that most (predominantly white) feminists consider as representing the majority of American women's interests. Rather, identity politics of the majority must be approached with self-critical reflexivity to ensure that political expediency does not drown out minority women's voices. Smith calls this a 'recentering' approach to identity politics that does not try to insert a slice of Native women's concerns into the majority viewpoint but rather attempts to carve out shifting points of coalition-making between groups with different identity politics. 47 For Native women, these coalitions could mean strategic alliances with the Religious Right as well as with pro-choice feminist groups -all the while understanding that neither group shares a Native worldview nor has Native women's tribal interests as their prime focus. 51 ; legal appeals to fetal protection 52 ; and the use of posters with fetal images in public demonstrations at women's clinics. 53 Feminist scholars have tried to combat this fetal identity politics approach by unmasking the discursively constructed nature of both identities, 54 by arguing for the gender-biased context for pitting one against the other, 55 and by suggesting that this binary funds extremist and violent anti-abortion ideologies.
56 It remains to feminist scholars in religious studies to continue to analyse the identity politics in religious discourses that assert the fetus as human. This task is far too vast to undertake completely here, but I will discuss some key components in Roman Catholic and Protestant discourses. The Roman Catholic rejection of abortion historically is twofold, entailing the condemnation of the sin of sex outside of procreative marriage and the condemnation of the sin of killing. It is the latter teaching out of which a fetal right-to-life Catholic argument emerges. While early and medieval canon law maintained a distinction between the ensouled (human) fetus and the fetus before ensoulment (not fully human), the church has moved slowly but steadily toward a definitive stance that was articulated in the 1917 canon law pronouncement about 'immediate animation,' which asserted conception as the point at which human ensouled life begins.
57 Subsequent Vatican pronouncements have reaffirmed this position by invoking the principle of probabilism, arguing that the prohibition of pre-implantation embryo abortion is justified because 'it suffices that this presence of the soul [in the embryo] be probable (and one can never prove the contrary).' 58 This probabilistic argument ostensibly leaves little manoeuvering room for Roman Catholic ethicists wishing to find some exceptions where maternal rights might win out over fetal rights. Theologically traditional but socially progressive Roman Catholic theologians are left hunting for equally strong probabilistic counterarguments 59 or for gaps and ambiguities in canon law that might allow for some limited pregnancy termination options without, however, committing the sin of direct killing. 60 In other words, some Catholics would say, we do not know scientifically or theologically when to begin asserting a fetal identity politics. The Vatican, however, has only become more believe they finally have an anti-abortion pronouncement that rises to the level of infallible doctrine.
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Evangelical and mainline Protestant views on fetal life do not engage in the kinds of theological and canon law casuistry found in some Roman Catholic debates. As might be expected, Protestant arguments are more biblically oriented (as I will discuss below), but others are significantly supplemented with appeals to medical science. One representative of the latter approach is popular evangelical writer Randy Alcorn in his book Why Pro-life? 62 Alcorn cites medical professionals' opinions about human life beginning at conception and then argues that even the 'earliest means to cause abortion, including Mifepristone (RU-486) and all abortion pills, are too late to avoid taking life.' 63 Once Alcorn has scientifically established, to his satisfaction, that the embryo is rightfully to be referred to as a 'preborn child', the identity politics tilt ineluctably, he would claim, away from the woman's right to choose and toward the preservation of unborn life. 64 The argument is definitively won by the proof Alcorn believes he has found that abortion not only kills babies but also harms women. To make this case, Alcorn cites medical studies that indicate increases in ectopic pregnancies, pelvic inflammatory disease, and cancer, to mention just a few of the medical problems women supposedly have higher chances of facing after abortion-not to mention the psychological problems (Alcorn cites Reardon on this). 65 The Bible says nothing about abortion. Therefore, pro-life evangelicals turn to scriptural arguments for fetal personhood to make a biblical anti-abortion case. Their biblical interpretations have come under criticism from biblical scholars who argue that pro-life evangelicals are reading select Bible passages out of context and misapplying them to the 61 There is debate on this issue. For an argument that the pope's declaration is infallible, present-day fetal personhood debate.
66 Some progressive evangelicals have called into question whether a clear-cut pro-life position can be found in the Bible at all, and they contend that a biblical case can be made for abortion in some limited instances. 67 Strongly arguing against this progressive evangelical position is Francis Beckwith, who was a leading evangelical in the 1990s and early 2000s, at which point he converted to Roman Catholicism. Beckwith outlines what he believes is a clear biblical view of the personal existence ascribed to the just-conceived. 68 When one then considers the unambiguous (in his estimation) early church condemnation of all abortion, Beckwith argues that he has a strong case for a correct hermeneutical approach to abortion and the Bible: when read through the eyes of the early church authorities -the so-called fathers of the church -the Bible unequivocally asserts the personhood of the fetus and, by logical extension, refutes abortion. 69 Beckwith uses this biblical basis as part of his argument against the pregnant woman having any claim over the life of the innocent preborn.
Do fetal identity politics always mean eclipsed rights for women? It depends upon the discourse. Note, for example, how some appeals to fetal identity have served pregnant women's interests. American Catholic bishops have taken a fetal identity politics stand in order to lobby against any approaches to immigration reform that would include statutes for denying non-emergency medical care for illegal immigrants. One bishop condemned any such laws, calling for guaranteed medical care for illegal immigrants 'from conception to natural death.' 70 At a time when some public sentiment is turning angrily against pregnant illegal immigrants for supposedly sapping the resources of maternity wards to give birth to 66 See C. Baughman, '"Yahveh Called Me from the Womb": Does Isaiah 49:1-6 Furnish 'anchor babies,' 71 this Catholic use of fetal identity politics is not completely without social justice merit, even if some feminist Christians might disagree with the theology behind it. Nevertheless, if one is referring to attempts to establish principles or legal precedents for when citizen rights begin, then a fetal identity politics could result in some chilling outcomes, ranging from incarceration of pregnant women involved in risky behaviours (such as drugs and unprotected sex), 72 to court mandated surgeries and other medical interventions for the 'fetal patient' without the consent of the pregnant woman. 73 If one is referring to philosophical, ethical, or theological discourse, then the notion of fetal identity should not simply be taken off the table. Discussions of fetal identity and pregnant women's identity should be conducted by philosophers, ethicists, and theologians -and perhaps by all three groups together as much as possible. Such discussions might take place at the intersection of a number of complex -if not age-oldquestions. Who is a subject? What does it mean to be human? What does it mean to be made in the image of God? Because these philosophical, ethical, and theological issues have been for so long thoroughly hijacked by masculinist systems of thought, feminist scholars are still formulating ways of approaching fetal and pregnant women's identities in a feminist mode.
Feminist pro-choice proposals about fetal personhood, which have mostly come from white feminist ethicists and theologians, fall into roughly three camps: developmentalist, relationalist, and hybrid developmentalistrelationalist approaches.
74 Beverly Harrison proposes a developmentalist approach in which 'full human value' is not accorded to the fetus until certain 'functional requisites' of 'discrete biological existence' are 71 See the description of this term in the website of the right-wing group known as FAIR, achieved. 75 Marjorie Maguire takes a relational approach, arguing that while human life may begin at conception, personhood begins at the point at which the mother commits to a relationship with that life within her, which for some women may be an embryo in a petri dish and for others a much later fetus (though Maguire rejects abortion for viable fetuses). 76 Tina Beattie exemplifies a hybrid developmentalist-relationalist approach, arguing that the eighth week is decisive both for the embryo ('the primitive streak has emerged and there is no longer any possibility of twinning') and for the mother, since most women 'will know they have conceived within the first eight weeks.' Hence, she argues, abortion after this point is ethically 'increasingly problematic.'
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Natality and Abortion
In the remainder of this essay, I propose another way of reflecting on fetal personhood and identity via the philosophical concept of natality. I myself have written critically about the role of natality in a feminist imaginary, as proposed by feminist philosopher of religion Grace Jantzen, now sadly no longer with us. 78 Ongoing feminist theorizing about this concept in the past few years, however, leads me to believe that there may be more productivity to the concept than I at first realized, especially in relation to abortion debates.
Hannah Arendt is credited with formulating natality as a philosophical concept. 79 Arendt proposed natality in an effort to counteract the prevailing Heideggerian philosophy of her day, which defined humankind as Being-towards-death. Natality, she argued, provided a better grounding for communal political responsibility and respect for human freedom and dignity, especially in a post-Holocaust world. Arendt defined natality as two-fold: it is a beginning and an appearance. Natality is a beginning of a unique, individual embodied life ('zoe'), and an appearance, in the sense of being born and physically entering a community of others with whom one will have the capacity to interact as a political being ('bios politikos'). 80 Arendt wanted to make natality, in its most basic 'givenness' of zoe, to be the foundation of human rights, so that even when individuals for some reason are stripped of their political capacity to assert their own rights, the human community should accord them human rights by virtue of 'mere existence, that is, all that which is mysteriously given us by birth and which includes the shape of our bodies.' 81 In contrast to developmentalist approaches to fetal personhood, the zoe aspect of natality does not depend on benchmarks of viabilility or sentience, about which considerable scientific and ethical debate exists.
The notion of natal appearance was a compelling idea for Arendt because it validated the public space of every new bios politikos within the human community at birth. Pro-lifers of the Religious Right, on the other hand, have tried to move the start date of the political being up nine months to the moment of conception, so that the fertilized zygote would qualify as being called a preborn baby with the same human rights that would be accorded to an infant. Pro-life proponents assert that human rights begin at the point at which human embryonic development begins. Because fetuses must grow in utero, this perspective unavoidably pits fetal claims against those of pregnant women. Instead, I suggest looking at fetal and pregnant women's identity in terms of natality, which reduces this competition of identity claims, without however devaluing the cominginto-being of natals. Jantzen defined natality as a moment of welcoming the infant 'into a whole 'web of human relationships.' 82 Jantzen did not develop an ethic of abortion, but it is implied: 'We came into being at birth, before which we did not exist. There is nothing terrible in that recognition. 80 Arendt, Human Condition, 97, 13. See the discussion of zoe and bios politikos in P. The acceptance of life is an acceptance of limits.' 83 The fetus is not without life per se, but it is not a natal; it lacks the qualities Arendt calls beginning and appearance. Inseparable from its maternal host, it has not yet begun as individual zoe, and it has not appeared to the human community -even if it has been seen on a sonogram. The human community can anticipate its coming -from decorating the nursery to making sure there is clean running water in the village -and such acts are good because they nurture communal hospitality. Nevertheless, the anticipation of natality does not make it so. One cannot wish fetuses into existence, though every parent of a stillborn child has prayed thus. Nor would we want to think of natal status as something that can be conferred by onlookers. What can be conferred can also be revoked, as Arendt suggests in describing the modus operandi of Nazi extermination camps, which pronounced Jews to be nonbeings and treated them 'as if they never existed.' 84 In this way, a natality approach to fetal personhood differs from the relationist approach where personhood is conferred by the pregnant woman's commitment to or acknowledgement of the life within her. Instead, natality is not something others confer upon us; we are natals by virtue of the simple fact of being born into the world.
In addition, the notion of natality allows us to see even more starkly that the pregnant woman is also a new and unique being who has come into the world. She began as a natal; as a pregnant women, she is, as it were, a new and unique creation once more, who has been newly 'insert[ed] into the human world and this insertion is like a second birth.' Her pregnant body is sustaining a complexity of interconnected life, and yet this mysterious and unique zoe is not all that the pregnant woman is. She also has a capacity, as bios politikos, to act and to 'respond by beginning something new on [her] own initiative.' 85 To take from the pregnant woman her speaking and acting initiative in relation to her pregnant existence is the worst of all possible oppressions -not the loss of life, which will eventually happen to all mortals -but the loss of one's full natality as a political actor in the human community.
Arendt's notion of natality, with its emphasis on being born, does not solve all issues related to fetal and pregnant women's identities. It does, however, allow feminist scholars to think in new ways about pregnant women's reproductive rights. Feminist theorizing about abortion 83 Ibid., 154. 84 Arendt, Origins of Totalitarianism, 442. 85 Arendt, Human Condition, 176-177. must strive to avoid denigrating what many pregnant women experience as the mysterious givenness of life in the womb to which they feel morally obligated in various and sometimes ambiguous ways. On the other hand, there is need for a more robust philosophical and ethical grounding for abortion rights than an appeal to privacy or to the priority of pregnant women's claims over all fetal claims. Arendt's notion of bios politikos could be mobilized to support a pregnant woman's right to act in the public sphere on her own behalf and on the behalf of her dependents. Women who have supported other women in the crisis of unwanted pregnancies have always known this: most women who abort do so, in some capacity, out of a prior natal commitment -a commitment to their own natal survival, to the well being of their born children, and to their extended family and community. 86 A choice for abortion that contributes to a woman's own necessary 'flourishing' and that of her other dependent natals is not only a social good but a theological good. 87 This is not to say that those women who have, in a self-sacrificial way, brought unwanted or difficult pregnancies to birth have not contributed to human flourishing as well. It is not an either/or situation. However, a feminist analysis of pregnancy for Christian women cannot overlook the disciplinary force of the deep-seated normativity of self-sacrificial motherhood -in part because of the iconic status of Mary, the mother of Jesus. Women need resources to balance that larger-than-life figure of God-blessed womanhood. 88 Among other things, women need feminist scholarship that will attend to their ordinary and subaltern experiences, that will advocate for politics grounded in the richness of their diverse personal knowledges, and that will theorize new models for flourishing and mourning, hospitality and resistance.
Conclusion
This essay analysed the ongoing salience of three feminist methodological principles (women's experience, the personal is political, and identity politics) for current scholarly reflection on the abortion issue. We have seen the deep embeddedness and even the political necessity of these classic principles; however, new reflection is needed on how these and other principles might continue to apply to feminist debates on abortion. I have gestured toward possible theoretical resources that feminist scholars might use to move the discussion forward. I have suggested that it is important not to underestimate or overlook the diversity of women's reproductive experiences, which necessitates using theoretical resources that take a nonreductive approach to the abortion experiences of deeply religious women. While a strong defense of individual privacy will continue to be the legal cornerstone for abortion rights in America, feminists should continue to explore other ways of construing the personal-political connection, as seen in the discussion above of Lisa Guenther's less individualistic proposal for maternal hospitality. No matter how much momentum there is for seeing identity in a cultural constructionist, postmodern mode, it behooves feminist scholars to revisit again and again the issue of identity and personhood, especially when new claims of underrepresented constituencies are brought forward. Feminists should not lump together all religious discourses of fetal claims as extremist ravings of the Religious Right; rather, feminist scholars should take up the challenge to continue to refine their theories of what it means to be a person (or as I have suggested, a natal) within the context of communal ethical obligations. In short, the present essay has offered some brief proposals on all three of these feminist principles in relation to abortion. My hope has been to display an approach that strives to acknowledge complexity and ambiguity and to foster socio-political relevance and ethical gravitas in relation to women's embodied specificity in the circle of life.
